
PUCO Question 1  

It is the policy of this state for electric service to “protect at-risk populations.”  R.C. 4928.02(L).  It is 
also the policy of this state to encourage innovation and market access for cost-effective demand-side 
retail electric service including demand-side management programs.  R.C. 4928.02(D).  In light of the 
termination of the mandated energy efficiency programs under R.C.4928.66, should electric 
distribution utilities (EDUs) implement energy efficiency programs? Should some or all programs 
be targeted to the elderly and low-income customers?    

DNV Response  

DNV believes that Ohio’s Electric Distribution Utilities (EDU) should implement 
comprehensive energy efficiency programs that serve all customers. Compared to supply-side 
investment, Energy Efficiency is often the lowest-cost resource that an EDU can procure. 
Demand-side investments reduce total system load and result in avoided generation, avoided 
transmission infrastructure, and avoided distribution system upgrades. A recent report by the 
Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (MEEA) found that Ohioans miss out on nearly $980 
million in net benefits for each missed program year. When factoring in avoided health costs, 
and other societal costs, the number increases to $2 billion for each program year1. DNV 
believes that the PUCO can ensure that ratepayers receive these benefits by using established 
cost/benefits tests, such as the Total Resource Cost test, and establishing a Technical Resource 
Manual that establishes protocols and eligibility criteria for energy-waste reduction measures. 
Similar guidelines served Ohio well under its legacy EDU-administered programs. 
 
EDU-administered programs should have specific budgetary carve-outs and cost-effective test 
standards, primarily to service low-moderate income customers (LMI). LMI customers carry a 
higher energy burden than other customer types. According to the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) Low-Income Energy Affordability Data (LEAD) tool, the national average energy burden 
for LMI customers is 8.6%, which is nearly three times higher than the energy burden of other 
households, which is estimated at 3%. The energy burden can be even higher in certain areas, 
such as Appalachian Ohio. The US Census Bureau estimates that 12.6% of Ohioans, or 1.4 
million people, live in poverty and that the per capita annual income (in 2019 dollars) is 
estimated at $31,522. Therefore, the PUCO should consider non-energy impacts when designing 
cost-effectiveness testing for this customer class that includes health and societal benefits to help 
offset other issues of energy disparity, such as proximity to thermal generation. 
 
Any future EDU-administered program should be focused on deploying internet-enabled “smart” 
technology. These devices are both energy-efficient and hold future value around grid 
integration. Grid-integrated devices can become a locational and time-based resource for the 
EDU to schedule or shift load to non-peak hours. In addition, these devices open up future utility 
use-cases around renewables firming, Time-of-Use (TOU) rate integration, dynamic peak-
demand reduction, and Non-Wires-Alternatives (NWA). 
 

 
1 https://www.mwalliance.org/sites/default/files/meea-research/missed_opportunities_-
_midwest_ee_policy_impacts.pdf 



 

 

 

PUCO Question #2 

Should EDUs offer energy efficiency programs to all residential customers?  How should these 
programs be funded? Or, in order to promote competition, customer choice, and access to 
energy efficiency programs, should the EDUs implement cost-effective energy efficiency 
programs only for their residential standard service offer (SSO) customers, paid for through 
a bypassable rider? Why? 

DNV Response  

DNV encourages the PUCO to ensure EDU-administered programs are open to all customers, including 
residential, small business, and mercantile. All customer classes are tied to the same grid, meaning that 
all customer classes share the benefits of energy-waste reduction. In the report referenced in our reply 
to Question #1, MEEA estimates that Ohioans fail to save 1,800 GWh/Year of energy waste. Energy 
waste keeps bills high for all customer classes, represents a lost opportunity to invest in a more dynamic 
grid, and harms the environment. The EPA's Greenhouse Gas Calculator estimates the emissions impact 
from this lost opportunity to be 1.275 million metric tons of CO2, the equivalent emissions impact of 
277,424 passenger cars driven for one year. 

DNV believes that any future EDU-administered program should be funded through a Conservation 
Rider. The legacy Energy Efficiency Programs Rider & Peak-Demand Reduction Programs Rider provided 
the EDUs with sufficient budgets to design and administer programs that substantially benefited all 
Ohioans. Customer opt-outs drive up administration, and IT costs from an administration perspective. 
Opt-out lists must be created and continuously updated as customers update their opt-in/out status. 
These lists, which contain customers' Personal Identifiable Information, must be shared with third-party 
vendors that provide consulting services that support an EDU's program administration. Many programs 
operate at the Point-of-Sale (POS) to control costs by providing a customer with an instant discount for a 
pre-approved energy waste reduction measure. Confirming a customer's eligibility status at the POS 
would require creating a shared database of customer eligibility criteria accessible to all EDU and EDU 
contracted third-party vendors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PECO Question #3 

1.) Rather than promoting contemporaneous energy efficiency products/services through 
utilities and certified competitive energy/natural gas suppliers, should utilities offer programs 
only when private sector providers (not limited to competitive retail electric service 
(CRES) and competitive retail natural gas (CRNG) providers) fail to effectively deliver such 
products/services to the market?  

DNV Response #3 

EDUs holds a unique market position by servicing all customers within a defined service territory. The 
scale of EDU operations better positions them to administer energy efficiency and peak demand 
reduction programs. CRES’ only serve a subset of EDU customers, limiting the impact of any future 
program(s). Regarding energy efficiency programs, EDUs and CRES’ have fundamentally different 
missions. EDU programs are designed to lower the cost of electricity for all customers. They achieve this 
by reducing energy waste at scale and avoiding future costs associated with generation, transmission, or 
distribution of energy supply. The CRES mission is to leverage efficiency measures as a value-add for 
subscribing to their service. The variety of energy waste reduction measures available to customers is 
limited compared to EDU programs. EDUs are established energy authorities and have high levels of 
customer trust. EDUs can offer technical assistance and provide specialized pathways that better serve 
mass-market and niche customers. The difference in missions allows EDU programs to have a more 
considerable impact, resulting in more comprehensive projects. 

DNV believes that CRES’ can play a significant role in any future voluntary program(s). EDU efficiency 
programs can leverage their scale to subsidize and deploy internet-enabled efficiency measures (IoT). 
CRES’ can follow up with these customers to integrate these devices into the grid by enrolling them in 
voluntary peak demand reduction programs. The competitive nature of the CRES market could create 
novel enrollment strategies for maximizing the future potential of behind-the-meter IoT devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PUCO Question #4 

How should program magnitude be determined?  

DNV Response #4 

DNV believes that the PUCO should establish a baseline year and set energy reduction targets based on 
an EDU achieving a percent reduction target. The PUCO should develop a decoupling mechanism and 
allow EDUs cost-recovery for lost revenue occurred through energy efficiency. EDUs who exceed PUCO 
defined targets within the prescribed budget should be eligible for performance-based bonuses. 

  



PUCO Question #5 

State policy for electric service encourages the education of small business owners in the use of 
energy efficiency programs.  R.C. 4928.02(M).  Should EDUs offer energy efficiency programs to all 
small commercial customers, paid for by a nonbypassable rider with the option of an opt-out for 
those customers?  Should EDUs offer energy efficiency programs only for small commercial SSO 
customers, paid for through a bypassable rider?  For each EDU, which rate classes should be 
considered small commercial customers? How should small business customers be educated 
regarding energy efficiency programs?  

DNV Response #5 

EDU-administered programs should be open to all residential, small-business, and mercantile customers 
regardless of rate class. All customers are tied to the same grid, and all customers benefit from reducing 
energy waste and peak demand through EDU avoid costs. A recent report by the Midwest Energy 
Efficiency Alliance (MEEA) found that Ohioans miss out on nearly $980 million in net benefits for each 
missed program year. When factoring in avoided health costs, and other societal costs, the number 
increases to $2 billion for each program year. 

Any future EDU-administered program should be funded through a Conservation Rider. The legacy 
Energy Efficiency Programs Rider & Peak-Demand Reduction Programs Rider provided the EDUs with 
sufficient budgets to design and administer programs that substantially benefited all Ohioans. Customer 
opt-outs drive up administration, and IT costs when deploying programs. Opt-out lists must be created 
and continuously updated as customers update their opt-in/out status. These lists contain a customer's 
Personal Identifiable Information that must be shared with third-party vendors that provide consulting 
services that support an EDU's program administration. Many programs operate at the Point-of-Sale 
(POS) to control costs by providing a customer with an instant discount for a pre-approved energy waste 
reduction measure. Confirming a customer's eligibility status at the POS would require creating a shared 
database of customer eligibility criteria accessible to all EDU and EDU contracted third-party vendors. 

Furthermore, customer opt-outs create budget uncertainty for the EDUs. As a result, opt-out customers 
need to self-direct energy waste reduction projects to offset their inefficiencies imposed on others. One 
important note, Illinois recently eliminated customer opt-outs as part of its Clean Energy Job Acts (CJEA). 

In our opinion, the customer's rate class is not the best method to define a small business. Ohio's EDUs 
have deployed AMI metering, which simplifies energy data analysis. A small business can be defined by 
the average of its peak demand usage (kW). Customers with higher peak demands impose more costs 
on the grid, regardless of the energy supplier. DNV designs and implements small-business programs 
nationally and recommends defining small businesses as commercial or industrial customers with less 
than 200 kW average annual usage over twelve months. 

Any future small business program should educate its customers on the benefits of energy waste and 
peak demand reduction. Nationally, there are many examples of successful small business programs, 
such as Consumers Energy's (MI) Small Business Energy Efficiency Program. Many third-party firms 
specialize in small business energy efficiency marketing and customer education. Many large utilities 
partner with these firms to design messaging and education campaigns that drive customers to 
participate in small business-specific programs. 



PUCO Question #6 

Are CRES providers prepared to meet demand for energy efficiency programs in the competitive 
market?  Would the sale of energy efficiency measures be subject to the Consumer Sales Practices 
Act?    

DNV Response #6 

No. The scale of EDU operations is what makes them uniquely positioned to offer programs to all 
customers. CRES administered programs typically work directly with Original Equipment Manufacturers 
(OEMs) to direct a small number of measures, such as Smart Thermostats, to customers. EDUs have an 
extensive library of OEM agnostic measures to deliver to all customer types through various channels. 
Furthermore, EDUs have the option of creating Custom Programs to promote energy waste or peak 
demand reduction in challenging environments where energy reduction calculations from innovative 
products may not yet be established. 

DNV encourages the PUCO to adopt a Technical Resource Manual (TRM). The TRM acts as the agreed-
upon foundation on which measure level cost and benefits can be quantified and evaluated. In addition, 
TRMs act as a utility program’s rule book and allow third-party evaluation firms to score utility 
compliance with approved protocols and methodologies independently. As long as a program (EDU or 
CRES) follows the approved measure-level calculation methodology, they run little risk of violating the 
Consumers Sales Practice Act. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



PUCO Question #7  

For electric energy efficiency programs, are there obstacles to bidding residential and small 
commercial SSO customers’ energy efficiency savings into the PJM capacity market?  Would the 
amount of revenue be de minimus?   Given the absence of shared savings or administrative fees paid 
to EDUs, should the PUCO revisit the existing 80/20 sharing of capacity revenue? 

DNV Response #7  

DNV administers commercial utility programs within PJM’s footprint requiring participation in a 
capacity market (NJ) and excludes participation (PA). Current PJM market rules require that a 
resource be both summer and winter peaking. Commercial lighting is often the most significant 
energy savings driver in a utility’s Demand Side Management (DSM) portfolio. Coincident peak 
reductions from lighting occur during both the summer and winter months. Programs that allow cost-
recovery should be independently evaluated to protect rate-payer funds. Most utility portfolios are 
evaluated at a 90/10 confidence interval. This confidence interval is higher than current PJM 
requirements. The existing 80/20 capacity revenue sharing scheme creates a performance-based 
motivating force for an EDU to achieve or exceed its PUCO defined targets.  



PUCO Question #8  

How should the PUCO measure success in transitioning from mandated energy efficiency programs to 
a market-based paradigm?  Is it sufficient to measure year-over-year change in the amount of energy 
efficiency from Ohio that clears the PJM capacity market? What, if any, cost-effectiveness test should 
be used? What, if any, limitations should there be on which energy efficiency programs may be 
offered?  

DNV Response #8 

The PUCO should set an EDUs energy reduction target(s) based on a percent reduction of sales from a 
baseline year, and success should be measured against those targets within the budget allocated to the 
program(s). DNV believes that the PUCO should use the Societal Cost Test (SCT) to determine cost-
effectiveness. The SCT accounts for externalities by including environmental and health benefits. The 
Total Resource Cost (TRC) test, mentioned in response to Question #1, is another widely used and 
accepted method for cost-effectiveness screening. DNV believes there should be few limitations on 
which energy efficiency programs should be offered. EDU-administered programs should be open to all 
customers, including residential, small business, and mercantile. 

PJM market rules are complex and subject to change. As stated in our response to Question #7, PJM 
requires that a resource be both summer and winter peaking to participate in its capacity market. For 
example, the Energy Star HVAC calculator estimates that a customer in Columbus, OH, who replaces a 
20-year-old Central AC system with an equivalent heat pump will save around 17,000 kWh over the 
estimated life of the equipment. This reduction provides a range of grid benefits. Under current rules, 
those savings are ineligible for the PJM market. Furthermore, it has yet to be determined how FERC 
2222 enables Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to compete in wholesale markets. Utility sales are 
stable year-over-year and reduce uncertainty around future targets. 

  



PUCO Question #9 

Should the existing demand-side management programs implemented by the natural gas utilities be 
transitioned to the market-based paradigm where they offer efficiency programs only 
to nonshopping customers (except for at-risk populations)?  R.C. 4928.03(A)(3).  Are there differences 
in the electric and natural gas industries that would prevent competitive retail natural 
gas suppliers from meeting the demand for efficiency programs in a competitive market?  

DNV Response #9  

Natural gas utilities occupy the same unique market position as the EDUs. The scale of their operations 
makes them best suited to administer programs that serve all customers.  

PUCO Question #10  

What should be the application mechanism and process be for a company to pursue the offering of an 
energy efficiency program? 

DNV Response #10 

DNV believes that the EDUs should file a DSM plan that includes targeted program types, energy and 
peak demand reduction goals, estimated budgets, and cost-recovery mechanisms. The PUCO should 
review each EDU DSM plan and provide the EDU with timely feedback. The EDU should incorporate this 
feedback into their DSM plan and refile within 90 days. The feedback cycle should continue until the 
DSM plan is acceptable to all parties. 

PUCO Question #11 

What is the impact of FERC Order 2222 in designing energy efficiency or demand response programs in 
Ohio?  

DNV Response #11 

As noted in our response to Question #8, the long-term impact of FERC 2222 is yet to be determined but 
will most likely require PJM to modify its market rules. Nevertheless, these changes should make it 
easier for behind-the-meter DER devices to participate in wholesale markets.  



PUCO Question #12 

How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected energy efficiency programs for 2020-2021 offerings, and 
how might the pandemic have changed the nature of energy efficiency products and services going 
forward? 

DNV Response #12 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a material impact on residential energy efficiency programs by 
impacting in-home visits and in-person retail point-of-sale programs. Programs responded quickly and 
pivoted to virtual assessments and online marketplace programs. These short-term disruptions have led 
to long-term innovations which will allow utilities to serve customers more cost-effectively. For 
example, DNV administers a residential home assessment program for a utility that serves rural 
Montana. This program pivoted to offering virtual assessments shortly after implementing stay-at-home 
orders. After stay-at-home and social distancing guidance had been lifted, this program continues with 
virtual assessments due to customer convenience and limiting the substantial amount of travel required 
by auditors to reach these customers. 

DNV has found that COVID's impact on Commercial & Industrial programs has been more complex. One 
immediate impact of COVID on these programs was a disruption to installing or removing metering 
equipment. Custom programs rely on metering to determine energy reduction from complex projects. 
The lifting of stay-at-home orders has reduced disruption, and some programs have pivoted to IoT-
based data-loggers that can stream their telemetry remotely to a secure cloud. Nearly all the programs 
administered by DNV have been impacted by disruption to the supply chain and skilled labor shortages. 
The impact has been to delay project implementation, which has impacted forecasting. These 
disruptions have been most acute for products that require semi-conductors primarily manufactured in 
Asian Rim countries. One change noted by DNV that is likely to continue after the pandemic is the 
number of commercial contractors who purchase an energy measure through a distributor's website or 
through texting a distributor's sales agent. Historically, contractors have tended to purchase at a 
distributor's public counter.  



PUCO Question #13 

What role, if any, should considerations such as artificial intelligence, data sharing, and privacy play in 
Ohio energy efficiency programs?  

DNV Response #13 

Data analytics, enabled by AMI metering, is the future of utility program design. Data Science techniques 
allow utilities to sort, organize, and visualize massive amounts of customer hourly interval data. AMI 
data analysis allows a utility to quickly identify specific customer clusters most likely to benefit from a 
specific program. Depending on the analysis, customers can be targeted for energy reduction, peak 
demand reduction, distributed generation, or electrification programs. In addition, marketing firms can 
mass-personalize customer communications based on the positive experiences of early adopters to 
increase propensity among remaining customers. The net result is lower customer acquisition costs and 
more satisfied customers. 

Data privacy remains a critical issue. To protect customer data, utilities should require third parties that 
interact with Personal Identifiable Information to seek external accreditation from third-party 
certification bodies (ISO27001, SOC Compliance). 

DNV strongly believes in sharing anonymous, aggregate data with qualified parties. Manufacturers, 
distributors, and contractors that support utility programs make significant investments to ensure that 
EDU-administered programs reach their savings goals. Anonymous, aggregate data helps decision-
makers at these firms justify their investment by understanding market trends from customer 
participation. 

 

 

 

  



PUCO Question #14  

What creative solutions have other jurisdictions and entities employed in the implementation of 
energy efficiency programs to accomplish objectives such as cost-effectiveness, customer 
education, benefits to at-risk populations, robust program adoption, and measured energy savings?  

DNV Response #14 

As a global consultancy that operates across the energy value chain, DNV has encountered many 
novel solutions that other jurisdictions have employed. Below is a highlight of some successful 
examples.  

Utility Innovation: The MSPC (MI) has derisked utility investment into innovative technology by 
creating a separate budget for utility pilots focused on energy waste reduction. The utility earns 
energy savings through spending the investment funds. These savings accrue whether the 
technology or innovative service has been evaluated to save energy. The result of the pilot 
program has created over 40 new work papers for the MI TRM (MEMD) and has helped to 
incubate and scale innovative technology, like Networked Lighting Controls (NLC). 
Benefits to At-risk Populations: Last year, Illinois passed the Climate and Equitable Jobs Act. 
This legislation requires utility-administered energy efficiency programs to meet goals related to 
historically underserved customers and customers who spend a more significant portion of their 
annual income on energy than the average household. The law increases existing energy 
efficiency program requirements to serve “income eligible” customers within the utilities’ 
service territory. The electric utilities must spend a minimum amount on programs dedicated to 
serving this population, such as residential weatherization programs available to the customers at 
little or no cost, and utilities are required to spend on income-eligible programs in proportion to 
their savings potential. The law also established the creation of a “health and safety” fund, such 
that funding would be available for non-energy efficiency-related upgrades (e.g., wiring 
upgrades or mold remediation) to the home if these upgrades were required to proceed with the 
energy efficiency work on the home. The law also requires utilities to bundle their energy 
efficiency programs with other programs that serve income-eligible households, such as payment 
assistance programs. 
Workforce Development: New Jersey’s Clean Energy Act (CEA) requires investor-owned 
utilities to reduce customers’ electric and natural gas use over time. As part of the CEA, the law 
establishes WorkForce Development groups that seek to expand job access through diversifying 
the contractor base that installs energy efficiency projects. In addition, the CEA creates a 
Workforce Development Grant Program that supports community colleges, technical/vocational 
schools, and contractor mentorship/apprenticeship programs. 
Cost-Effectiveness: The California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) moves to a “Total System 
Benefit” cost-test that addresses benefits beyond economic energy savings and encourages 
conversation at high-value times and locations. 
Energy Measurement & Verification: California has adopted a performance-based approach to 
claiming energy savings called “Normalized Meter Energy Consumption” (NMEC). NMEC is a 
method to measure gross energy savings using metered energy consumption data to compare 
baseline and reporting period consumption under normal operating conditions. Normalization of 
energy consumption occurs using adjustment models that account for routine and non-routine 
events. This approach eliminates variability in energy drivers, such as weather or occupancy, 
allowing one to compare two periods. Energy reductions can occur through capital projects 



(energy measures) or behavioral, operational, or maintenance changes resulting in measurable 
energy reductions. 
Customer Education: DNV worked with the Arizona Public Service (APS) utility to design a 
pilot energy efficiency offering to their tribal customers. One of the lessons learned from this 
pilot was the importance of customer education. The implementation team found that the pilot’s 
success depended on the degree to which they could work closely with the tribes and provide 
education in terms that were meaningful and fit within the cultures of the customers they were 
serving. For example, some customers were hesitant to discard the equipment replaced with 
more energy-efficient models. As a result, the team worked closely and communicated often 
with the customers to transform their thinking within the narrow scope of energy use. 
 


